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ABSTRACT This paper presents a review of basic primary controls for the operation of grid-connected and islanded AC microgrids,
furthermore, synchronization schemes for power converters are addressed. Detailed information about the control structures and
their block diagrams are presented; additionally, several examples are included to show the performance of the controls, their
advantages and drawbacks.
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I. INTRODUCTION
For more than one century, centralized electric power
generation has been used to feed the industrial and domestic
electric demand across the world; however, in the last decades,
the research and development of renewable energy technologies
have been increasing and getting stronger, such that, the use of
distributed generation (DG) units with power electronic
interface (DC/AC or AC/DC/AC) is becoming more common in
electric power systems such as AC and DC microgrids (MG)
[1]-[3]. A microgrid is commonly defined as a small-scale
system, formed by DG units, energy storage systems (ESS), and
loads, which are interconnected and work properly in a
controlled manner. Additionally, a MG should be able to operate
in grid-connected or islanded mode [4]. In the grid-connected
mode, the MG share active and reactive power with the main
grid in case of a power deficit or an excess of generated power,
furthermore, the microgrid can provide ancillary services and it
would be seen by the main system as a single controlled element.
In the islanded mode, power generated within the microgrid,
have to be in balance with the demand of local loads, with
regulated frequency and bus voltages.
Since the microgrid concept was developed, a big research
effort has been focused to maximize the reliability and potential
benefits that the microgrids can offer. Some of the issues that
can be found on microgrids, arise from assumptions commonly
applied to conventional power systems which are invalid for
MGs [3], [4]. In this way, in the past years, many new control
schemes were proposed to cope with different issues that can be
found in MGs, such as, voltage droops, frequency deviations,
power quality, power sharing, among others. On the other hand,

in the microgrid environment, characterized by having frequent
changes in topology, changes in demand-supply balance,
interactions between controllers, and bidirectional power flow,
robustness and adaptiveness of controllers were desired features
[3], [4]. Nontheless, most of the control improvements have
been based on basic primary control schemes for both, gridconnected and islanded mode.
Regarding the aforementioned, in this paper a review of
basic primary controls for the operation of grid-connected and
islanded AC microgrids is carried out. Firstly, synchronization
schemes for electric power converters are addressed, then, three
different control schemes, including current-controlled and
voltage-controlled strategies are shown.

II. PRIMARY CONTROLS FOR AC MICROGRIDS
The primary controls are the first level in the control
hierarchy, featuring the fastest response. Primary controls are
used to share power with the main grid or to feed a local load in
a controlled manner by means of local measurements; this can
be done via controlling the current injected by the DG unit or
controlling the voltage of the inverter output. Resulting in
current and voltage controlled strategies [3]-[6].
The current-controlled strategies are used to inject active and
reactive power, lacking the capacity to regulate the system
frequency or voltage, so they need to work connected to the grid
or together with another DG which regulates the frequency and
voltage of the MG. In this way, the regulation of the system
frequency and voltage can be achieved using voltage-controlled
inverters [4]. In any case, the DG units need to be synchronized
with the system if it is connected to the main grid, such that they
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can work properly. For each different control scheme, the
needed information can be the phase angle, the frequency, and
the voltage amplitude.

The selection of the gains can be computed using the SRFPLL characteristic polynomial from the closed-loop transfer
function,
Gcl(s)=V(kps+ki)/(s2+Vkps+Vki)

A. SYNCHRONIZATION OF POWER CONVERTERS
The synchronization task is often defined as the procedure of
matching a source with an existing power system so that they
are able to work in parallel. During this process, the phase angle,
voltage, and frequency of the DG unit are synchronized with the
power system [7]. On the other hand, the information provided
by the synchronization unit, in addition to the initial
synchronization task, are also very useful for different
monitoring/control purposes, such as the reference current
generation for the converter, adapting controllers to the grid
frequency variations, islanding detection, among others [8], [9].

A phase-locked loop (PLL) is a nonlinear control system
which synchronizes its output in frequency and phase with its
input. Three basic parts can be found in almost all PLLs [8], [9]:

•
•

where V is the voltage magnitude of the system, and kp, ki are the
proportional and integral gains, respectively.
Using the standard design approach available for secondorder systems, the proportional and integral gains are defined as
Vki=n2 and Vkp=, where the damping factor is denoted by
 and the natural frequency by . The damping factor mainly
determines the stability margin and the dynamic response
damping, and the natural frequency mainly dictates the speed of
transient response of the SRF-PLL.
On the other hand, to analyze and understand some
behaviors of the SRF-PLL, the open-loop transfer function is
obtained,

1. Phase-Locked Loop

•

(1)

Phase detector (PD): This unit provides a signal which
contains the phase error information, i.e., the difference
between the real and estimated phase angle.
Loop filter (LF): The LF is mainly responsible to filter
the AC components of the PD output. The PLL tracking
characteristics are also mainly dictated by the LF.
Voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO): This part generates
a sinusoidal signal in its output, with the same phase
angle as the integral of the LF output.

Gol(s)=V(kps+ki)/s2

(2)

Note from (2) that the voltage amplitude is proportional to
the loop gain. Thus, the grid voltage amplitude variations change
the loop gain, affecting the dynamic behavior of the SRF-PLL.
To deal with this problem, the voltage amplitude normalization
is included in the SRF-PLL scheme as can be seen in Fig. 3 and
a performance comparison is shown in Fig. 4.
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Within three-phase systems, the synchronous reference
frame PLL (SRF-PLL) is a standard, being the basic block of
almost all advanced PLLs (see Fig. 1) [9].
From this block diagram, the small signal model can be
derived for tuning procedure and stability analysis. The block
diagram of the small-signal model is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 3. SRF-PLL block diagram with normalization.
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Fig. 1. SRF-PLL block diagram.
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Fig. 2. SRF-PLL small-signal block diagram.

Fig. 4. SRF-PLL performance with and without amplitude normalization, in
response to a voltage sag with 3 Hz frequency jump.
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θ^

Recently, in [10] an enhanced implementation of SRF-PLL
was presented. This enhanced SRF-PLL prevents a large
overshoot transients in the estimated frequency during phase
jumps and grid faults, and provides a higher filtering capability
in the estimation of the grid frequency. The enhanced SRF-PLL
scheme is shown in Fig. 7 and a comparison of its performance
against the conventional one is shown in Fig. 8.
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On the other hand, from (2) it can be seen that the control
system has two open-loop poles at the origin. Therefore, the
SRF-PLL scheme fails in achieving a zero steady-state error for
frequency ramps. If a zero steady-state phase error in response
to frequency ramps is desired, another open-loop poles should
be created using an integrator [10] as can be seen in the Fig. 5,
additionally, in Fig. 6 the performance with and without the
extra integrator is shown.
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Fig. 8. Performance comparison between the conventional SRF-PLL and the
Enhanced SRF-PLL in response to a 3 Hz frequency jump.

Worth mentioning that, the conventional SRF-PLL is a very
effective synchronization tool when the grid voltage is balanced
and without harmonic distortion. In the presence of DC offset,
harmonics, and imbalance in the grid voltage the performance
of SRF-PLL is significantly degraded. In this way, in recent
years advanced three-phase PLL have been proposed. These
PLLs are often implemented by including different filters in the
SRF-PLL control scheme [11]-[13].

sin
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Fig. 5. SRF-PLL block diagram with an extra integrator.

B. GRID-FORMING DROOP-BASED CONTROL
The grid-forming power converters are controlled working
as AC voltage sources having as references the amplitude V* and
frequency * [14]. Under islanded operation, the voltage
magnitude and frequency of the system have to be regulated,
therefore, at least one DG unit assumes this task [14], [15]. In
this scheme, the power injection of each DG unit of the islanded
system is defined by the frequency/active power (P-) and
voltage/reactive power (Q-V) droop characteristics [16],

= *-KnpPn

()
()

Vn=V*-KnqQn
Fig. 6. SRF-PLL performance with and without the extra integrator, in
response to a 30 Hz frequency ramp.
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where, * is the angular frequency, Vn* is the voltage amplitude,
and Knp and Knq are the droop coefficients [16]. As shown in Fig.
9, the droop characteristics define the angular frequency of the
MG, and the voltage of each DG unit; thus, the percentage of
active and reactive power injected by each DG.
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Fig. 7. Enhanced SRF-PLL block diagram.
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Fig. 9. Conventional droop characteristics [13].
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The control scheme, which is shown in Fig. 10, is composed
of droop control loops, a voltage control loop, a current control
loop, and stages for signal transformation from abc to dq and
vice versa [14].
A small example is presented below to show the behavior of
the primary control. The test case (see Fig. 11) includes two
controlled DG units connected through LCL filters to a point of
common coupling (PCC), additionally, a resistive load is
connected to the PCC as well. The parameters of the current and
voltage control loops are shown in Table I.

The system is energized and the load is connected at
𝑡 = 0.5 s. In Fig. 12 the PCC voltage and the injected active
power of each DG unit is shown. Observe that, due to the droop
coefficients, the DG 2 injects the half of the power injected by
DG 1. On the other hand, the controlled DG units could achieve
a stable steady-state starting from zero and maintain stable after
the load connection.

C. GRID-FEEDING CONTROL
Grid-feeding power converters are controlled as current
sources; these power converters can be operated in parallel with
other power converters. The references for this control are the
active and reactive power, therefore, they are not able to operate
in island mode if the voltage and frequency of the system are not
adjusted, for example with a grid-forming power converter, or a
local synchronous generator.
Fig. 13 shows a basic grid-feeding structure, it includes a
PLL to synchronize with the system and a current control loop.
The active and reactive power references of the control, are often
set by a high level controller, such as an optimal power sharing.
Note that in this controller, the dq current references Idref and Iqref,
are computed using the information of the power references and
the dq voltage in the connection point as shown below,
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400
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0
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Fig. 10. Basic grid-forming control structure [11].
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TABLE I. PARAMETERS FOR THE ISLANDED MICROGRID CONTROL.
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Fig. 12. PCC voltage and DG units injected active power during an
energization and load connection.
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Fig. 11. Single line diagram of the three-phase test system.

Fig. 13. PCC voltage and DG units injected active power during an
energization and load connection.
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()
()

Idref=(P*vd+Q*vq)/((3/2)(vd2+vq2))
Iqref=(P*vd-Q*vq)/((3/2)(vd2+vq2))

where P* and Q* are the active and reactive power references,
respectively, and vd and vq are the dq voltage measured in the
capacitor.

D. PROPORTIONAL-RESONANT CONTROL
The proportional-resonant (PR) controller is a control that
can be used for both, grid connected or islanded mode. This
control scheme includes a proportional and a resonant term [17],
[18],
CPR(s)=kp+kis/(s2+  2)

(7)

A test case is presented below to show the grid-feeding
control behavior. In Fig. 14 the single line diagram of the threephase system is shown, it includes two DG units which are
connected to PCC and it is connected to the main grid. In this
case, the system is connected to the main grid and after 6 cycles
the DG units start working with active power references of 500
W and 300 W, DG1 and DG2, respectively. The proportional
and the integral gains used in the control, are the same used in
the islanded MG example.

where  is the resonant frequency, kp the proportional gain and
ki the resonant gain. This control has a high gain around the
resonant frequency such that the steady-state error when
tracking or rejecting a sinusoidal signal is zero. Furthermore, in
order to improve the performance, a harmonic compensator can
be included and is given by [18],

It can be seen in Fig. 15 the results in terms of the active
power injected by each DG unit. Note that after the connection
of the DG units, the power sharing achieves the steady-state in
0.18 seconds, following the active power references.

where h is the harmonic order and kih the harmonic resonant
gain.
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It is worth noting that, the disadvantage of this scheme is that
if the frequency of the system varies, the performance of the
controller is degraded. In this way, if the system frequency
varies significantly, adaptive mechanisms should be adopted.

If the controller is used as a current-controller, a PLL is
needed to generate the information to synchronize with the
system. In the case of a voltage-controller the voltage reference
could be made using a droop control as shown in subsection B.
Finally, the outputs of the PR controllers are converted into
PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) signals to drive the switches
[18].

L

R

(8)

A PR controller is usually used in the stationary reference
(-) frame for inverter control, therefore, only two voltages
need to be controlled with two separate PR controllers. The
block diagram of a voltage-controlled converter with the PR
controller is shown in Fig. 16.
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DG2

Fig. 14. Single line diagram of the three-phase test system for the connected
case.

800

To shown the performance of the PR control, a case study is
evaluated. The case study has the same electrical structure as
Fig. 16, it includes a controlled DG unit, a LCL filter and a load
connected to the PCC. The system parameters are shown in
Table II.
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Fig. 15. Injected active power by the DG units.

Fig. 16. Basic proportional-resonant control structure.
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TABLE II. PARAMETERS FOR THE PR CONTROL.
Parameter

REFERENCES
Symbol
kpc

Value

Current loop integral gain

kic
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Voltage loop proportional gain

kpv

1e-2

Voltage loop integral gain

kiv

50

Fifth harmonic gain

ki5

50
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ki7

50

Eleventh harmonic gain

ki11

250

Current loop proportional gain

[1]

10
[2]
[3]

[4]

The system is energized and the steady-state PCC voltage
signals including a resistive load, a nonlinear load (diode
bridge) and a nonlinear load but using harmonic rejection are
shown in Figures 17(a), 17(b), and 17(c), respectively.
Note that, including only the resistive load, the voltage
signals in the PCC do not have any harmonic distortion;
however, when the nonlinear load is connected the signal get
distorted with a THD of 3.51%. On the other side, including the
harmonic rejection control for the 5th, 7th and 11th harmonics,
it can be seen in Fig. 17(c) that the harmonic content is reduced
with a THD of 1.50%.
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III. CONCLUSIONS
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grid-forming and proportional-resonant, were addressed.
Different synchronization techniques (PLLs) and the PR
harmonic rejection were included. Additionally, detailed
information about the control structures were given in each
subsection.
Several examples of the reviewed controls were performed
in order to show their performance. Furthermore, the results
obtained shown the advantages and drawbacks of each control
in the different microgrid modes, i.e., grid-connected and
islanded mode.
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Fig. 17. Basic proportional-resonant control performance.
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